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An Impossible Impostor Aug 20 2019 While investigating a man claiming to be
the long-lost heir to a noble family, Veronica Speedwell gets the surprise
of her life in this new adventure from the New York Times bestselling and
Edgar Award–nominated author Deanna Raybourn. London, 1889. Veronica
Speedwell and her natural historian beau Stoker are summoned by Sir Hugo
Montgomerie, head of Special Branch. He has a personal request on behalf of
his goddaughter, Euphemia Hathaway. After years of traveling the world, her
eldest brother, Jonathan, heir to Hathaway Hall, was believed to have been
killed in the catastrophic eruption of Krakatoa a few years before. But now
a man matching Jonathan’s description and carrying his possessions has
arrived at Hathaway Hall with no memory of his identity or where he has
been. Could this man truly be Jonathan, back from the dead? Or is he a
devious impostor, determined to gain ownership over the family's most
valuable possessions—a legendary parure of priceless Rajasthani jewels? It's
a delicate situation, and Veronica is Sir Hugo's only hope. Veronica and
Stoker agree to go to Hathaway Hall to covertly investigate the mysterious
amnesiac. Veronica is soon shocked to find herself face-to-face with a ghost
from her past. To help Sir Hugo discover the truth, she must open doors to
her own history that she long believed to be shut for good.
ValueWeb Nov 22 2019
An Unexpected Peril Jul 19 2019 A princess is missing and a peace treaty is
on the verge of collapse in this new Veronica Speedwell adventure from the
New York Times bestselling and Edgar Award-nominated author Deanna Raybourn.
January 1889. As the newest member of the Curiosity Club--an elite society
of brilliant, intrepid women--Veronica Speedwell is excited to put her many
skills to good use. As she assembles a memorial exhibition for pioneering
mountain climber Alice Baker-Greene, Veronica discovers evidence that the
recent death was not a tragic climbing accident but murder. Veronica and her
natural historian beau, Stoker, tell the patron of the exhibit, Princess
Gisela of Alpenwald, of their findings. With Europe on the verge of war,

Gisela's chancellor, Count von Rechstein, does not want to make waves--and
before Veronica and Stoker can figure out their next move, the princess
disappears. Having noted Veronica's resemblance to the princess, von
Rechstein begs her to pose as Gisela for the sake of the peace treaty that
brought the princess to England. Veronica reluctantly agrees to the scheme.
She and Stoker must work together to keep the treaty intact while navigating
unwelcome advances, assassination attempts, and Veronica's own family--the
royalty who has never claimed her.
Incubus of Bourbon Street Dec 04 2020 From New York Times Bestselling
author Deanna Chase. Newlyweds Jade Calhoun and Kane Rouquette have barely
said "I do" when there's a disturbance in the shadow world that's draining
the energy of angels. As shadow walkers, Jade and Kane are pressed into
service, tasked with the impossible mission of solving the mystery before
any angels are lost...until Kane's accused of poisoning the shadows with his
incubus energy and his power is stripped. Life goes from bad to worse when a
lesser Goddess shows up, hell-bent on stealing the spirits of mortals in
pursuit of a fountain of youth. Now it's up to Jade and her coven to keep
their friends safe, clear Kane's name, and fix the shadows before one of
them is lost forever.
Witching For Clarity Jun 22 2022 Clarity "Gigi" Martin moved to Premonition
Pointe for a fresh start. And that's exactly what she got when she found her
perfect haunted house on the seaside and a group of witches who welcomed her
into their fold. It's not easy starting over at forty-one, but she's
determined to do it on her own terms with her painful past left firmly
behind her... until Sebastian Knight walks back into her life. Sebastian was
the one person she'd ever trusted, but now it looks like he's the one who
has been keeping secrets. After a ghost leaves a cryptic message for Gigi,
she's determined to find the truth once and for all even if it means opening
a Pandora's box of trouble. When nothing is as it seems, Gigi needs to learn
who to trust, or history is doomed to repeat itself.
PHOTOALBUM. Jan 05 2021
Books by Horseback Oct 22 2019 "Capturing one librarian's breathtaking
fictional journey is a riveting way to showcase and honor the risky work of
these real librarians, and the text communicates a deep reverence for their
mission-and their tremendous fortitude. Illustrations depict a pale, redhaired librarian, nearly always smiling despite the obstacles that nature
puts in her path. Light and shadow are used effectively to convey Mother
Earth's shifting moods... Educational and inspiring." -Kirkus Reviews Books
By Horseback is a breathtaking adventure of a heroic Pack Horse Librarian
who braves the harsh terrain of rural Kentucky to bring books to children
who need them. Deep into Appalachia, during the Great Depression food,
education, and opportunities were scarce. Kentucky had fallen behind its
neighboring states in electricity and highways, and the folks who lived in
the craggy, mountainous region were struggling to survive. But courageous
librarians were up to the challenge! Edith, a young Pack Horse Librarian,
and her faithful horse Dan, adventure through rough terrain and a pending
storm in order to deliver books to kids who desperately need them in this
richly illustrated tale. Edith, like all Pack Horse Librarians, heroically
risked their own safety to serve the most vulnerable members of their
community. Librarians like Edith helped an entire generation learn to read

and gain lifesaving knowledge in a critical time in history.
Heart of the Witch Jan 25 2020 Welcome to Keating Hollow, the enchanted
village where love, cupcakes, and magic collide. There are only three things
that were ever important to Noel Townsend-love, family, and magic. Two out
of three aren't bad. She's blessed with a large close-knit family and her
magic has never been stronger. But love? That ended three years ago when her
husband walked out on her and her daughter and never looked back. These days
Noel only has room in her pieced-together heart for her six-year old
daughter. But when Drew Baker shows up on the doorstep of her inn with news
of her husband, fate has other plans. And so does Drew. If he can get past
her defenses, Drew is going to do everything in his power to heal the heart
of a witch.
Gage Street Courtesan Nov 03 2020 Opera singer Franziska Goldmann has
fallen on hard times, but a chance encounter with Queen Victoria’s musically
inclined second son seems to offer Franziska an opportunity to resume her
career as a singer. But it is the other unpredictable characters in her
life, including her German anarchist lover and a devious procurer, who may
ultimately determine her destiny. The haunting story of a lone woman’s
struggle to escape her fate, this story unfolds against the ironically
observed background of colonial society, from the waterfront brothels to the
mansions of the rich.
Accepting Fate Oct 14 2021 From New York Times bestselling author, Deanna
Chase comes the second book in the Destiny series. When two souls are
fated... A year ago, Jax Russo left school to escape to her safe haven, her
hometown of Mendocino, CA. After overcoming depression and healing old
wounds, she's finally ready to move on. But when her brother's arrested for
a shocking crime, she finds herself caught between her family and her
brother's accuser-the man she's been in love with since she was fifteen
years old. Firefighter Derek Alexander never wanted to be a hero. He does
his job for one reason and one reason only-to make up for that terrible
night nine years ago. His demons haunt him, but so do dreams of Jax, the
girl he knows he's fated to be with. But in a world of magical soul mates,
sometimes even love and forgiveness isn't enough.
Spirits, Stilettos, and a Silver Bustier: Paranormal Mystery Jul 23 2022
From New York Times bestselling author Deanna Chase, the first book in the
Pyper Rayne series (a spin-off of the Jade Calhoun Series). All Pyper Raynemedium and coffee shop owner-wanted was the perfect vintage dress. What she
got was a dead shop owner and a sexy ghost who's suddenly everywhere-at her
shop, in her car, and even lounging in her bedroom. But he's not just any
ghost. He's a witch and able to appear in solid form...sometimes. If only
he'd stop disappearing on her. And Pyper needs his help. When she becomes
target numero uno and the prime suspect in the shop owner's death, it
appears her ghost holds the key to solving the murder. In between stolen
kisses, Pyper will need to get to the bottom of all of his secrets if she
wants to stay alive and out of jail...and maybe finally get that date he
keeps promising her.
Hexentreue Jan 17 2022
Shadows of Bourbon Street May 21 2022 From NY Times and USA Today
bestselling author, Deanna Chase, the fifth book in the Jade Calhoun series.
Starting a new job is tough...especially when your boss thinks nothing of

interrupting your wedding. After a year of battling ghosts and demons, white
witch Jade Calhoun is finally marrying the man of her dreams. Or is she?
Minutes before Jade and Kane say I do, the High Angel arrives with a job for
the newly appointed shadow walkers. Another witch's life is on the line and
it's up to Jade and Kane to save her. With a black magic user intent on
destroying one of Jade's friends, more demons on the loose, and a hard to
find incubus, can the almost newlyweds save the witch and get their own
happy ending?
Hexed on Bourbon Street Jun 29 2020 From New York Times bestselling author,
Deanna Chase, the eighth book in the Jade Calhoun series. Between enjoying
her first pregnancy and helping her two besties plan their weddings, Jade
Calhoun's life is just about perfect. But when two novice magical TV stars
walk into her life, suddenly her magic goes haywire. Is the pregnancy
causing her power to fizzle or is it something else? Now with her empath
abilities on the fritz, a newbie TV witch in need of instruction, and a
sinister evil lurking in the background, Jade must find a way to navigate
her new and unusual powers, keep her unborn child safe, and somehow save
everyone she loves and the city of New Orleans... again.
Soul of the Witch Sep 01 2020 Welcome to Keating Hollow, the village full
of love, magic, and cupcakes, and where nothing is more important than
family. At age eighteen, after a spell tragically backfired, Abby Townsend
left Keating Hollow and her magic behind to find redemption. Ten years
later, after being summoned by her family, she's back. As soon as she drives
into town, she's already plotting her inevitable exit, but she can't quite
escape the pull of the tightly knit magical community or the soulful gaze of
the one man she's never forgotten. And when an eight-year old witch not only
leads her back to her magic, but also steals her heart, Abby's about to
learn what it means to embrace the soul of a witch. "Soul of the Witch feels
like it maybe got touched by just a little bit of Witch Central's DNA."
Debora Geary, bestselling author of A Modern Witch
Courage of the Witch Apr 20 2022 Welcome to Keating Hollow, the magical
village full of love, family, and spirit.After Hanna Pelsh lost her sister
over a decade ago, she vowed to live her life to the fullest. And she does
just that. When she's not running the family coffee shop and volunteering
her body to research for the mysterious disease that took her sister, Hanna
dives head first into every adventure she can find. The only problem? The
man she's loved since she was fifteen doesn't seem able to commit. Rhys
Silver has his dream job working at the Keating Hollow brewery. The only
thing missing is a partner by his side. He's known who he wants for as long
as he can remember. He also knows he's no good for her. But when the worst
happens, he has a choice to make... overcome his fears or lose her forever.
Demons of Bourbon Street Feb 18 2022 New Orleans coven leader, Jade
Calhoun, is embarking on a Hellish mission. Literally. A week ago her ex
sacrificed himself to Hell in order to save Jade's mother. While he suffers,
Jade will stop at nothing to bring him home...even if it means working with
Lailah, an angel she's never trusted. But the stakes are raised when Jade
discovers her boyfriend, Kane, is marked by a demon. The very same one who
tried seducing him right before Jade's eyes. Now Kane's life is on the line,
and consequently, Jade's soul is compromised. She'll need all the help she
can get, including Lailah's, as she fights her way through Hell to save her

ex and Kane-and her entire existence.
Angels of Bourbon Street Apr 08 2021 From USA Today bestselling author,
Deanna Chase, the fourth book in the Jade Calhoun series. Despite having
lost half her soul, coven leader Jade Calhoun is determined to lead a
regular life, and that means planning her wedding. With just five weeks
until the big event, plans are halted when Jade falls victim to a ghost
possession. Unfortunately, it appears the only way to keep the ghost at bay
is to spend twenty-four hours a day with the last person Jade wants to share
a house with--the angel who has the other half of her soul. Things go from
bad to worse when the ghost targets Jade's friends and her fiance, Kane. The
ghost is using sex magic to steal Jade's power, and she'll stop at nothing
to get what she wants. Even if it means forcing Jade into the arms of
another man. In order to banish the ghost, fix her soul, and have a chance
at her happy ending, Jade will need to find her father and uncover the
decades-old secret her mother is determined to keep hidden.
Demons of Bourbon Street Oct 02 2020 From USA Today bestselling author,
Deanna Chase, the third book in the Jade Calhoun series. New Orleans coven
leader, Jade Calhoun, is embarking on a Hellish mission. Literally. A week
ago her ex sacrificed himself to Hell in order to save Jade's mother. While
he suffers, Jade will stop at nothing to bring him home...even if it means
working with Lailah, an angel she's never trusted. But the stakes are raised
when Jade discovers her boyfriend, Kane, is marked by a demon. The very same
one who tried seducing him right before Jade's eyes. Now Kane's life is on
the line, and consequently, Jade's soul is compromised. She'll need all the
help she can get, including Lailah's, as she fights her way through Hell to
save her ex and Kane--and her entire existence.
Summer of the Loon Jun 17 2019 Life can change in a heartbeat... Ali
Jenson's life changed forever the moment her mother died. The sixteen-yearold was suddenly swept away from the life she knew in California to live
with her estranged grandfather in the deep woods of northern Minnesota.
Ali's life has never been easy, but it seems her grandfather is trying his
best to make it even more difficult. Her only hope is to get through the
summer and her last year of high school so she can return to her old life in
California. What she hadn't counted on was slowly becoming attached to the
grumpy old man and falling in love for the very first time. Benjamin Jenson
never planned on meeting his granddaughter, let alone having her live with
him. He isn't thrilled with the idea of a teenage girl coming into his home
or his life. He'd been down that path once before and he didn't want to
relive it again. But he is her only living relative and he knew his deceased
wife, Lizzie, would have wanted him to give Ali a home. Grudgingly, he
figured he could put up with the girl for a year. He never expected Ali to
find a way into his heart and make him face painful past memories and his
worst fear. The fear of losing yet another person he loves. Will Ben finally
let go of the past and give Ali the one thing she's always dreamed of? A
home.
Haunted on Bourbon Street Sep 25 2022 Jade loves her new apartment-until a
ghost joins her in the shower. When empath Jade Calhoun moves into an
apartment above a strip bar on Bourbon Street, she expects life to get
interesting. What she doesn't count on is making friends with an exotic
dancer, attracting a powerful spirit, and developing feelings for Kane, her

sexy landlord. Being an empath has never been easy on Jade's relationships.
It's no wonder she keeps her gift a secret. But when the ghost moves from
spooking Jade, to terrorizing Pyper, the dancer, it's up to Jade to use her
unique ability to save her. Except she'll need Kane's help-and he's betrayed
her with a secret of his own-to do it. Can she find a way to trust him and
herself before Pyper is lost?
Jul 31 2020
Irresistible Magic: Crescent City Fae: Mar 07 2021 From USA Today
bestselling author, Deanna Chase, the second book in the Crescent City Fae
series. Finding the perfect dress can be hell... especially when a stranger
tries to gun you down in broad daylight. Void agent and magical baker
extraordinaire, Willow Rhoswen has been anticipating her first date with
Talisen Kavanagh since she was sixteen. After eight years of waiting, there
are only two things that can stand in her way--an assassination attempt and
a new game-changing drug. Talisen's invented a new elixir that creates
superhumans, ones that can rival vampire strength, and everyone wants it.
Including the vampires. With Willow's life on the line, he makes a deal with
the devil, while she's forced to accept the always-strings-attached
protection from the most notorious vampire organization in New Orleans. But
when Talisen and his drug go missing, Willow will stop at nothing to find
him, even if it means working with her vampire-ex, David. With souped-up
humans, dangerous vampires, and more questions than answers, Willow has less
than twenty-four hours to find him before everything changes forever.
Living Up The Street Mar 27 2020 In a prose that is so beautiful it is
poetry, we see the world of growing up and going somewhere through the dust
and heat of Fresno's industrial side and beyond: It is a boy's coming of age
in the barrio, parochial school, attending church, public summer school, and
trying to fall out of love so he can join in a Little League baseball team.
His is a clarity that rings constantly through the warmth and wry reality of
these sometimes humorous, sometimes tragic, always human remembrances.
The Lady of the Tower Sep 20 2019
Lightning Feb 06 2021 #1 New York Times bestselling author Dean Koontz’s
brilliantly thrilling novel of suspense. In the midst of a raging blizzard,
lightning struck on the night Laura Shane was born. And a mysterious blondhaired stranger showed up just in time to save her from dying. Years later,
in the wake of another storm, Laura will be saved again. For someone is
watching over her. Is he the guardian angel he seems? The devil in disguise?
Or the master of a haunting destiny beyond all time and space? “A gripping
novel…fast-paced and satisfying.”—People
The Werewolf Meets His Match Sep 13 2021 Welcome to Nocturne Falls, the
town that celebrates Halloween 365 days a year. The tourists think it's all
a show: the vampires, the werewolves, the witches, the occasional gargoyle
flying through the sky. But the supernaturals populating the town know
better. Living in Nocturne Falls means being yourself. Fangs, fur, and all.
Getting arrested wasn't on werewolf Ivy Kincaid's agenda when she arrived in
Nocturne Falls, but her life rarely goes according to plan. The upside of
spending the night in the local lock-up is finding a hotel room is no longer
a worry...but the downside is the man she's come to marry will get his first
impression of her behind bars. Not exactly the way Ivy was hoping to meet
her pack's sworn enemy...aka her fiance. Sheriff (and werewolf) Hank Merrow

is the alpha's heir. Everything he's ever done, from becoming an Army Ranger
to serving in law enforcement, has been in preparation for the day he'll
take over. Getting married to cement a shaky truce is no different. Hank
will do his duty, even if it means shackling himself to a woman he has no
intention of liking, let alone loving. But Ivy is nothing like Hank
expected. As feisty as she is beautiful, she's as determined as he is to
make a go of marriage for the sake of peace between their packs. The trouble
is, Ivy has secrets that could destroy everything Hank holds
dear...including his newfound love for her."
The Great Elephant Chase Mar 19 2022 A giant Indian elephant. A wild
journey across America. An enemy who will never stop. Tad and Cissie are on
the run with Khush the elephant. Clammy-fingered, steely-eyed Hannibal
Jackson will do anything to capture the animal. Maybe even kill . . .
Staying ahead means being faster and smarter - but how do you hide an
elephant? Especially one with a mind of its own...
A Curious Beginning Jun 10 2021 The New York Times bestselling author of
the Lady Julia Grey mysteries returns once more to Victorian England and
introduces intrepid adventuress Veronica Speedwell.... London, 1887. After
burying her spinster aunt, orphaned Veronica Speedwell is free to resume her
world travels in pursuit of scientific inquiry—and the occasional romantic
dalliance. As familiar with hunting butterflies as with fending off
admirers, Veronica intends to embark upon the journey of a lifetime. But
fate has other plans when Veronica thwarts her own attempted abduction with
the help of an enigmatic German baron, who offers her sanctuary in the care
of his friend Stoker, a reclusive and bad-tempered natural historian. But
before the baron can reveal what he knows of the plot against her, he is
found murdered—leaving Veronica and Stoker on the run from an elusive
assailant as wary partners in search of the villainous truth.
Outback Spirit Dec 24 2019 Opal, snakes, and supernatural beings. In
Outback Australia, there’s more than one thing that’ll kill you…and it’s not
entirely human. Deep in the harsh and unforgiving Australian Outback lies
the sleepy opal mining town of Solace. Frequently bypassed by all but the
desperate, there’s nothing spectacular about it…on the surface. Solace is a
haven for supernatural outcasts. A witch runs the general store, a vampire
cuts and polishes opal, the mechanic is a werewolf, a fae is the local
layabout, and an elemental works the mine. Everyone has a past, and the
Exiles of Solace are no exception. But when a curious new arrival appears in
town, they’ll do whatever it takes to protect their home…and the secrets
each of them would die to protect. Welcome to Solace, Outback Australia,
where deep underneath the iconic red earth, lies more than glittering opal.
Outback Spirit is the first book in Australian Supernatural: Origins, a
magical series set in the red heart of Outback Australia where myth and
magic live alongside the harsh and unforgiving land.
Witches of Bourbon Street Aug 24 2022 From USA Today bestselling author,
Deanna Chase, the second book in the Jade Calhoun series. Jade Calhoun was
never fond of her empath abilities. Now she has discovered she has another
gift she'd rather not unwrap--magic. But when her mentor, Bea, becomes
gravely ill and insists Jade's the only one who can help, she's forced to
embrace her witchy side. It's too bad she spent a decade shunning the
magical community and never learned to harness her powers. Because time's

run out. A trapped spirit has revealed a clue to Jade's long-lost mother.
The resident angel has gone rogue and disappeared with Jade's boyfriend,
Kane. And if that wasn't enough, her ex appears to be possessed. To save any
of them, Jade will need to find a way to control her inner white
witch--without succumbing to black magic. Otherwise, she'll lose
everything...including her soul.
Influential Magic May 09 2021 It's tough being a faery in New Orleans, a
city fraught with vampires... especially when their very existence drains
your life-force. Willow Rhoswen, owner of The Fated Cupcake and part-time
vampire hunter for the Void is having a rough week. Four years after her
twin brother's mysterious death, Willow's life is threatened and the
director saddles her with a new partner--her ex-boyfriend, David. To her
horror, he's turned vamp, which causes her physical pain whenever she
touches him... and any other specimen of the undead. In order to save
Willow's life, David agrees to turn double agent against the most powerful
vampire organization in New Orleans. Or so he says. And she's convinced they
know something about her brother's death. Unsure where David's loyalties
lie, she turns to Talisen, her childhood crush, to help her solve the
mystery. Caught between two gorgeous men and a director who'll stop at
nothing to control Willow's gifts, she'll have to follow her instincts and
learn who to trust. Otherwise, she risks losing more than just her life.
A Witch For Mr. Holiday Nov 15 2021 Welcome to Christmas Grove, where
holiday magic and matchmaking are in the air. When Rex Holiday walks into
the charming town of Christmas Grove, all he plans to do is to spend the
season helping out at his buddy's Christmas tree farm. What he doesn't
expect is for an overzealous matchmaker to slip a love potion into his
cider. But the joke's on the resident matchmaker, because not even a potent
love spell can break through the walls he's built around his heart. But when
the girl next door catches his eye, some of his barriers start to crumble.
Still, Rex Holiday's time in Christmas Grove is only temporary. He can't
afford to fall in love. Or can he? Holly Reineer is a powerful spirit witch
who can see the future for everyone. Everyone but herself that is. And when
Rex Holiday walks into her life, she sees his, too. He's destined for a big
corporate job all the way across the country. So when he starts to show
interest in her, she knows it's only temporary, and Holly's not interested
in a fling. She wants her happily-ever-after. But he's very hard to
resist... Can a love spell rewrite the future? If so, Holly will need to
learn to follow her heart and, for once, trust what she can't see.
Haunted on Bourbon Street Jul 11 2021 From USA Today bestselling author,
Deanna Chase, the first book in the Jade Calhoun series. HAUNTED ON BOURBON
STREET Jade loves her new apartment--until a ghost joins her in the shower.
When empath Jade Calhoun moves into an apartment above a strip bar on
Bourbon Street, she expects life to get interesting. What she doesn't count
on is making friends with an exotic dancer, attracting a powerful spirit,
and developing feelings for Kane, her sexy landlord. Being an empath has
never been easy on Jade's relationships. It's no wonder she keeps her gift a
secret. But when the ghost moves from spooking Jade to terrorizing Pyper,
the dancer, it's up to Jade to use her unique ability to save her. Except
she'll need Kane's help--and he's betrayed her with a secret of his own--to
do it. Can she find a way to trust him and herself before Pyper is lost?

Gef The Talking Mongoose May 29 2020 A GENUINE HISTORICAL MYSTERY – A TRUE
MIRACLE OF NATURE. OF COURSE ANIMALS CAN’T TALK, BUT THIS ONE DID – AND HE
DID A LOT MORE! GEF THE TALKING MONGOOSE HAS BEEN DESCRIBED AS THE EIGHTH
WONDER OF THE WORLD. He sang songs. He mimicked other animals and sounds. He
could read minds. He was able to move objects through the air although he
was nowhere near them. He chatted with visitors from around the world,
sometimes using vulgar language.But they could not see him, because he said
he could become invisible whenever he wanted to. All the time living in the
walls of a remote farmhouse located on the windswept coast of the Isle of
Man. To the Irvings, especially their teenage daughter, Gef was not a
frightening creature but was considered almost a family pet who would gossip
about what was going on across the island and loved to feast on biscuits,
chocolate and bananas. Gef himself seemed confused about his identity. He
once said he was from another dimension, that he was a spirit, but took that
back by by intimating, “If I were a spirit how could I kill rabbits?” When
quizzed as to why he was so reclusive Gef said he was not a pleasant sight
to behold. “I am a freak. I have hands and I have feet and if you saw me
you’d faint, you’d be petrified, mummified, turned into stone or a pillar of
salt!” Overall he said he was not evil, but warned humans not to irritate
him as, “I am not sure what damage or harm I could kill you all if I
wanted.” Thankfully he chose not to do that. In addition to original
material, included is the full text of the extremely rare 1936 book by
psychic researcher Harry Price. For here are other strange stories – such as
the talking stove, the Squonk, and the Bell Witch, as presented by Tim R.
Swartz and today’s leading investigators of the strange and unknown. This is
one of the top Fortean stories of all time. An occult masterpiece. An
adventure into the unknown, and the supernormal.
A Simple Tale of Water and Weeping Feb 24 2020
Second Chance Magic Apr 27 2020 Secrets broke her heart... and have now
come back from the grave to haunt her. So far, Lorna Addams's forties are
not what she expected. After a very public embarrassment, she finds it
difficult to trust her judgment when it comes to new friendships and dating.
She might be willing to give love a second chance when she meets the
attractive William Warrick, if only she could come to terms with what her
husband did to her and leave it in the past. How is a humiliated empty nest
widow supposed to move on with her life? It's not like she can develop a
sixth sense, séance her ex back, force him to tell her why and give her
closure. Or can she?
What Darkness Brings Aug 12 2021 In this mystery in the Sebastian St. Cyr
series, the aristocratic investigator is drawn into a sordid world of greed,
desperation, and the occult when the husband of his former lover is accused
of murder. Regency England, September 1812: After a long night spent dealing
with the tragic death of a former military comrade, a heart-sick Sebastian
learns of a new calamity: Russell Yates, the dashing, one-time privateer who
married Kat Boleyn a year ago, has been found standing over the corpse of
Benjamin Eisler, a wealthy gem dealer. Yates insists he is innocent, but he
will surely hang unless Sebastian can unmask the real killer. For the sake
of Kat, the woman he once loved and lost, Sebastian plunges into a
treacherous circle of intrigue. Although Eisler’s clients included the
Prince Regent and the Emperor Napoleon, he was a despicable man with many

enemies and a number of dangerous, well-kept secrets—including a passion for
arcane texts and black magic. Central to the case is a magnificent blue
diamond, believed to have once formed part of the French crown jewels, which
disappeared on the night of Eisler’s death. As Sebastian traces the
diamond’s ownership, he uncovers links that implicate an eccentric, powerful
financier named Hope and stretch back into the darkest days of the French
Revolution. When the killer grows ever more desperate and vicious, Sebastian
finds his new marriage to Hero tested by the shadows of his first love,
especially when he begins to suspect that Kat is keeping secrets of her own.
And as matters rise to a crisis, Sebastian must face a bitter truth—that he
has been less than open with the fearless woman who is now his wife.
Defining Destiny Oct 26 2022 From USA Today bestselling author, Deanna
Chase, the first book in the Destiny series. When destiny fails... Singersongwriter Lucy Moore thought her life was perfect. At just twenty-one,
she's already met her soul mate and together they've landed a recording
contract. But when her father dies and the love of her life betrays her in
more ways than one, she returns home to pick up the pieces. On the shores of
Mendocino, California, Lucy has some decisions to make. Should she start a
solo career? Or should she leave it all behind for some semblance of
normalcy in the quiet town she grew up in? And what about Seth, the tortured
artist who always seems to be there when she needs him? Seth Keenan has
demons of his own. Eighteen months ago, he was involved in a horrific
accident that he never talks about. His career as an accomplished oil-paint
artist has been abandoned, replaced by the buzz of his tattoo gun. And
women--well, he never sticks around for longer than a few hours of
pleasure... until he meets Lucy. After one evening of listening to her
seductive voice, he's pulled under. But what about the vow he made to never
get close to anyone again? In a world where everyone has one true soul mate,
can these two find love in the arms of each other?
Witching For Grace Dec 16 2021 A Paranormal Women's Fiction with a bit of
class, and a lot of sass, for anyone who feels like age is just a
number!Welcome to Premonition Pointe, where witches take care of their
own.Grace Valentine had the perfect marriage and a great career managing her
husband's real estate office. Or so she thought until three months ago when
she was served with divorce papers. Thanks to her philandering ex, not only
is she out of a husband, she's out of a job, too.At the age of forty-five
with the help of her coven, Grace is ready to pick up the pieces and move
on. But her only job prospect is at the rival real estate office, and it's
only for a trial run. She'll need to prove that she can sell the haunted
properties of Premonition Pointe before she's hired permanently. But who has
time to deal with haunted houses when she's testing out every antiperspirant on the market to combat her escalating hot flashes, trying not to
succumb to the advances of the hot thirty-four-year-old in her office, and
ignoring the urges to hex her ex with erectile disfunction? Okay, maybe she
doesn't ignore the urges. She might be a witch, but she's only human. Can
Grace prove to herself and her new boss she has the magical touch to sell
the impossible and find the courage get her groove back... even if her new
love interest is a decade younger?***Looking for more books in this HOT
FLASH of a new genre?Check out these books available February 18/2020:
Denise Grover Swank "Let it all Burn"KF Breene "Magical Midlife Madness"Eve

Langlais "Halfway There"Robyn Peterman "It's a Wonderful Midlife
Crisis"Shannon Mayer "Grave Magic Bounty"Jana DeLeon "Wrong Side of
Forty"Deanna Chase "Witching For Grace"Kristen Painter "Sucks to be
Me"Elizabeth Hunter "Suddenly Psychic"Michelle M Pillow "Second Chance
Magic"Mandy M Roth "Cloudy With a Chance of Witchcraft"Darynda Jones
"Betwixt"Christine Gael "Writing Wrongs"
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